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CLEMSON AERO CLUB MONOPLANE SUCCESSFUL DR. W. D, WEATHERFQRD CLEMSON GLEE CLUB JUNIOR-SENIOR DATE
PERFORMS FRIDAY SET FOR^MAY 10
IN TEST FLIGHTS AT GREENVILLE AIRPORT GIVES SERIES OF FOUR
Acclaimed as Good All Over Banquet, Reception and Dance
Veteran Pilots Fly Little Plane
LEGTURESTOSTUDENTS
State—Clemson Glee Club
Planned to Provide All
and Compliment Builders
TAPS BALL WILL BE
Flight tests with the Cljmson
Aero Club monoplane are being
made by pilots of the Williams Flying Service at the Greenville airport. The little plane was carried
to the Greenville port during the
Spring holidays where .the Aero Club
is conducting tests as guests of the
Williams Flying Service. Last Saturday morning the entire Clemson
Club was €aried aloft in a formation flight of machines belonging to
the Cody Circus and the Williams
Company.
Several preliminary flights have
been made in the Clemson monoplane 'by pilots Kateley and Heick
of the Williams organization. Mr.
Kately is a veteran pilot of some
twelve years experience, and he has
stated after several short hops in
the Clemson ship, that it is a fine
little machine of good design and
flying qualities, although the small
two-cylinder motor does not seem to,
have sufficient power to allow the
machine its best performance.
It
is the opinion of the Greenville pilots that the little ship is amply
strong to carry a motor of twice the
power now used, and that a, larger
motor should be secured if possible.
The little monoplane has attracted
so much attention at the Greenville
port that it must be kept behind
locked doors when a large crowd
gathers at the field, to prevent dam,
age to the machine.
All test flights are made without
previous announcement to avoid the
presence of a large group of specta(Continued on page 5)

CLEMSON MEN READ PAPERS BEFORE ACADEMY
Nine Papers to be Presented by
Members of Clemson Staff
Nine of the papers to bepresented
at the annual meeting of the South
Carolina Academy of Science in
Columbia today are by members of
the Clemson faculty and staff.
In the Chemistry section, Dr. R.
N. Brackett and B. F. Robertson
discuss "Determination of Minera!
Nitrogen in Mixed Fertilizers"; Dr.
Peter Carodemus presents "Effects
of Temperature Upon Copper Solubility and Electrical Conductivity
of Milk"; A. H. Meyer will discuss
"Soils of South Carolina"; and J.
H. Mitchell will present a paper on
"Iodine in the Waters of South Carolina". Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun leads
the Geology group with "Variation
in .the Value of South Carolina's
Mineral Resources".
In Zoology,
P. A. Berry will discuss "Biological
Studies of Aphidius Polygonophis";
and C. O. Eddy and W. H. Clark
will present a paper of "The Mexican Bean Beetle". Dr. T. S. Buie,
in the Botany section, will discuss
"Fruiting of Cotton"; and R. A.
McGinty has a paper on "The Effect of Various Containers on the
Grwth of plants".
A lage number of members of the
faculty are members of the Academy, and Dr. Calhoun is on the executive council of the body.
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COLORFUL EVENT ON
NEXT FRIDAY NIGHT

Famous Speaker, Known as
Student's Friend, Brought
Here by Y. M. C. A.

Through warm personal contact,
an dthrough sane, straight-forward,
stirring addesses, Dr. W. D. WeathMasquerade and Collegiate At- eord, "The tduent's Friend", presimosphere will Hop to Rudy
dent of the Y. M. C. A. Graduate
School, won the hearts of Clemsor.
Brown's Music
men and stimulated them to fight
for higher levels of living during
Friday night, April 12, promises his visit on the Cleson campus April
to be the high spot in the College t7h and 8th.
social life of the month.
That
night brings to the cadets the annual "Taps" Ball which has always,
heretofore, been one of the best
dances of the year and the one
Friday night should not fall below
expectations, for the different committees have been working several
days now making preparations.
This dance usually has a larger attendance than any of the year, because it is the only masquerade ball
held at Clemson during the year.
An unusually large number of girls
have already been placed and it is
expected that there will be even a
greater number placed the last few
days before the dance.
So, there
need be no worry about the girls,
for there will be plenty of .them.
DR. W. D. WEATHERFORD
The "Gym" will be decorated so
as to present an unusually attract
The four public addresses which
ive setting. The color scheme will Dr. Weatherford brought to th?
be black and white and will be car- Clemson students and the people of
ried out in somewhat the customary the community were as follows:
fashion. A lar-se number of silhou(Continued on page 5)
etes have already been secured and
will lie placed about on .the walls
of the "Gym" to help brighten up
the decorations.
The music will be furnished by
Rudy Brown. That should .be enough
to assure any cadet that the dance
will be good, for al who have heard
John Galloway to Represent
these boys play know chat they are
Clemson in Intercollegiate
plenty hot and plenty good. This
orchestra has played at a number of
Oratorical Contest
Clenieon dances and has always
made a hit.
On last Friday Night, April 3,
the elimination contest was held for
the purpose of selecting the speaker
to represent Clemson in the Intercollegiate Oratorical Contest which
wil fte held on April 2 6 at Winthrop
College. John C. Galloway, speaking on "Youth at the Crossways",
was winner of first place, and J. F.
Q. B. .Newman, Class of '01 Higgins, speaking on "What Price
Education", was given second place.
Supervises Construction of
The other speakers delivered their
Five Cutters
orations well and deserve much

will Present Offering in
Chapel Friday Night
Judging from the deluge of invitations that followed their recent
tour, the Clemson Glee Club Artists
scored an unusually brilliant success.
They were greeted with
packed houses at Clover, Rock Hill,
Winthrop, Winnsboro, Lancaster,
Liestone and Seneca. Already, since
the trip, they have had to turn
down invitations from eleven different 'places. This is indeed a compliment to them and their achievements.
The program which these artists
chose to render consisted of three
parts, ebodying both classical and
popular selections.
The first part
was composed if classical choruses
and solos. Excellent vocal solos were
rendered by F. C. Ducker, F. H.
Hendrix and J. T. Goff, and violin
solos were given by "Kid" Carter.
Part two was ably taken care of
by The Jungaleers, the 'Harmanizin'
Fools' from Ye Okie Palmetto
State'. They were plenty hot and
drew round after round of applause.
Eclipsing the preceding parts came
part three.
It was made tip of
popular selections. These selections
particularly gripped and enthralled
the audiences.
These men will appear here nex!'
Friday night. If you want to enjoy
a real treat come out and hear them

TAU BETA PI
PLEDGESJINE MEN
SPEAKER SELECTED AT
First Ten Percent of Junior
ELIMINATION CONTEST M. E., C. E. and E. E.'s

OLD CLEMSON MAN
HEADS CONSTRUCTION

Q. B. Newman, who was graduated from Clemson in 1901, supervised the construction of five of the
newest cutters which have been built
for the Coast Guard service. The
new cutters embody the most important developments in marine engineering since the advent of electric propulsion, according to the
manufacturers. One main and two
auxialiary turbine electric sets supply power for lighting, pumping,
radio, and all other purposes direct
from the main engine. The Teasels
are each 250 feet over all in length,
and of 2,000 tons displacement. At
the time of their construction, Captain Newman was Engineer in Chief
of the Coast Guard Service. He ii
a natire of Pelser and avradaate*'
from Clemson in Mechanical ami
Electrical Engineering.

praise. The judges for the contest
were Professors Martin, Brearlcy,
Eaton, Dr. Buie and Rev. Crouch.
All of the nine male colleges of
the state are members of the Association. The object of the Association is to develop closer and more
friendly relations between the colleges of the State; and to foster
and promote the cultivation of
oratory.
John Galloway is studying Architecture and,incidentally, this is the first
time an architectural student has
represented Clemson in the Oratorical Contest.
Mr. Galloway is
also a member of the executive
committee, but since he is to be
speaker this year Cadet F. B. Farr
wil be acting executive committeeman. These two men represented
Clemson last year, with Galloway as
commitieeman and Farr as speaker

Pledged
At a recent meeting of the South
Carolina Alpha chapter of Tau
B.eta Pi, honorary engineering fraternity, the following men * were
pledged: E. S. Hudgens, H. W.
Dorset, J. M>. Prim, M. L. Geddings,
W. C. Snyder, J. J. Butler, L. P.
Thomas, L. T. Leitner, and prof. W.
W. Klugh, a member of the first
class to graduate from Clemson.
These men, with the exception of
Prof. Klugh, are members of the
Junior class and comprise the first
ten percent of the men taking M. E.
C.| E. and E. E. according to scholastic standing.
The initiation will take place ir,
the afternoon of April 26, and
immediately following there will be a
supper at Starr for both new and
old men. T. G. Hamner, '2 8, T. J.
Hendrix, '27, and D. D. Gille&pie,
'2 8, members of the old local honorary society will also be initiated
at this—and probably others who
have not been heard from as yet.
It is the aim of the chapter
to offer membership to old Clemson
men who attained the required scholastic standing while attending
school. At this time plans are on
foot to start work with the Claas of
'26 and work back to the first class
picking those men who are found to
be eligible. This will probably take
two or three years as it necessitates
the looking up of each man's scholastic record for the four years be
was in college.

With Good Time
The date for the Junior-Senior
banquet is very near at hand. Prep
arations are being made for May
10, which is the date set. Commit
tees have been appointed, and all
are expecting to make this the most
outstanding social event at Clemson. More cadets and girls are expected than ever before, and a jolly
good time is being 'prepared for all.
Already the decoration committee
has
begun
its
work.
There
will be seen the blending of extremely elaborate colors in the decorations. No efforts will be spared
in making this the seaso l's best.
The dance will begm immediately
alter the banquet, and there wili be
plenty of the South's most beautiful
queens present to make it surpass
all others of the year. Abundance
of good music will be furnished by
the very best orchestra. The dance
will last until the late hours of the
morning.
There will be a reception given at
the Y for these not desiring to attend the dance. There will be plenty
of entertainment and it will be fascinating.

"iOAT" MCMILLAN
AWARDED TROPHY
Newman Trophy Presented to
Tow-Headed Half Back
The Newman Trophy, an award
inaugurated at Clemson .this year,
has been presented to Covington
"Goat" McMillan, forward passer
deluxe and half-back extraordinary
of the football team.
This trophy, presented 'by Carter
Newman,
of Greenville,
former
Clemson track and basketball star,
is a handsome silver cup which is
awarded the member of the football
squad who shows the most improvement during the season. Under the
regulations prescribed for its award,
members of the football squad nominate three candidates for the honor, and the coaching staff selects
the player who is to receive it. O.
D. Padgett, captain-elect, and Bob
Jones, Captain-elect of basketball
and potent end of the football
squad, were the other men nominated.
Goat McMillan gained wide prominence during last season by his
phenominal forward passing as well
as thrilling dashes on his own
account. In 1927 he was considered
a good average halfback, but last
season his performance was so improved that he easily won a place
on the All-South Carolina composite
eleven and received wide acclaim
throughout the Conference. He is
a member of the Junior Class.

ARCHITECTURAL AWARD
In the competition in Architectural design in the Junior Class H. L.
Boyd and H. W. Whitlock placed
first and &. B. Earle, Jr., S. R, Power
and H. E. Woodward were placed
second. The problem was "A Meeting Hall for Architects."
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death knell for many energetic speakers. It was Daniel Webster who said, "Confidence is a thing not to be produced by
compulsion". So it is. The only method for gaining grace and
ease is to speak in public as often as the portal is opened to
you. Choose your subject from a field that is familiar to you.
If it falls beyond the range of your knowledge, do a little research to acquaint yourself with the most interesting facts.
In securing this additional material it is unwise to confines the
'HE ROARS FOR DLEMSON'
study to the facts circumscribing your particular topic; extend
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college its scope beyond the vital information so as to create a speech
legion, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
that is authoritative, as well as to give you something for future
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College.
use. It is always desirable to choose a subject or develop a
.South Carolina.
central idea in terms of the type of audience that is to face you
and thru a psychology that will appeal to their emotions.
While you are in college making speeches remember that
half the things you think matter, don't, while half those you
H. W. DORSET
__
think don't matter, do. It is wise to steer clear of the bumps,
L. T. LEITNER, JR
Associate Editor
but don't travel fifty miles in order to get around five of rough
G. W. SACKMAN
Associate Editor
F. S. RUSH
Athletic Editor
road. If you have an inclination to fear public speaking or if
J. G. ADAMS
Associate Athletic Editor
you feel that you are not as good as the other fellow, don't forA. R. CRAWFORD
Associate Athletic Editor
J. A. WILSON
Exchange Editor
get that, "Ever alluring, forever unattainable, gleams PerfecD. C. HUDGENS,
Feature Editor
tion—that bright impossibility. Yet since the world began, there
C. E. JARRARiD
Society Editor
nave been men who set Perfection as their mark and strove
C. V. RENTZ
_
Y. M. C. A. Editor
C. E. CRUTCHFIELD
Clubs Editor
ceaselessly toward it. The midday sun—no less! their target.
R. G. HODGES
_
Joke Editor
Only from such high endeavor has high attainment been
R. S. OWENS
Associate Joke Editor
J. A. LONG
- Associate Joke Editor
achieved". With these elements in mind while you have teachD. C. TURRENTINE
Assignment Editor
ers and friends close at hand, you should endeavor to grasp
STAFF REPORTERS
your opportunities, to finally speak in public influenced by the
J. H. STEPHENS, H. A. RIPPLEMEYER, R. F. PALMER,
same
ease that dominates in the conversation with a friend or
E. B. WHITE, G. H. EPTING, W. G.DAY, T. S. HEYWARD,
J. B. OUZTS, L. H. POTTS.
comrade.
BUSINESS STAFF
A. R. RAMSEUR
F. H. CRYMES

Business Manager
.Associate Business Manager

CEROULATTON STAFF
T. R. WANNAMAKER
Circulation
W. F. HUGHES
_ Assistant Circulation
R. H. McGEE
_
Associate Circulation
T. H. FAGG
Associate Circulation
s|lKSSB»E]BEllII§GaH3IB

Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
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Every college graduate who attains any degree of success in
traveling1 life's itenerary, or who promotes activity at his various clubs and social engagements, will continually experience
requests for innumerable types of toasts, speeches and addresses. Not only is a definte course in public speaking offered right
here at our very door, but there are also numerous opportunities in the various scholastic activities to develop a marked proficiency in this indispensable element of business and social
life before we leave friendly grounds. College is probably the
only station where we will enjoy having educated friends
correct those defects in our voices and mannerisms which will
propagate "up-the-sleeve" criticism in the commercial world
where every man is struggling for his own existence. Those
things which are said behind our backs after we leave college,
that could have been corrected with a little timely thought,
are what cast perplexing yet discouraging shadows across our
efforts.
Among those who were fortunate enought to receive
a thorough training in the art, will always be found that speaker, who misjudges human nature and overlooks the essentials
of a spell-binding speech. Most students abhor the idea of
having to stand before a group to express a few thought or
facts. Usually this is due to a misconception as to true values.
John knows that everybody in the audience is scutinizing him
as if he is a convict. He thinks his listeners are there to throw
bombs at him if he makes a mistake.
Yet, in finality before him are only human beings like
himself. If they notice a mistake, they regard it lightly, forget
it, and respect him and his speech as much as if it had been
flawless. The story is told of a prominent speaker whose
memory failed him in the midst of his speech. Did he get
embarrassed?
No, he calmly told his audience to pardon
him for a second until he could look over his outline which he
had set to one side. Then he remarked, "This happens in the
best of families". And so it does, and his speech went on as
before. We are all human, and if we do our best we should
not be afraid of what people think about us.
There are three things which can make speaking in public
a pleasure instead of a dreaded ordeal. When you step on, the
platform, as lease, have a fair conception of your mode of
treatment of the topic. Extemperaneous speeches are fitting
for the experienced orator, but the beginner must climb the
ladder step by step. It is also a good plan to speak before the
family circle or before your roommates. This may make your
heart flutter at first, but finally it will eliminate embarassment
and create confidence. Lack of confidence has sounded the

The platoon of Juniors who have
been drilling every evening after
supper are to be commended on
their desire and efforts to present
a snappy outfit, both at camp this
summer and to .the annual inspection officers.
This cause deserves the support of
every member of the Junior class
and it is regrettable that there is
a comparatively small percentage of
the memibers of the class engaged in
this dril. Of course, there are a few
whose duties prevent them from participating, but this nunrber is small
compared to those who have no
real reason for not engaging
There should be keen competition
for places in this platoon.
Since it is in no wise a compulsory drill, and there is no means
of enforcing discipline, every man
who volunteers should do so willing-

ly with .the intention of drilling and
obeying comands just as if he were
in the regular army. Nothing can
be acomplished, and no good can
result from the drill if interest
lags.
That is, unless every man
drills his best, with a real desire to
make a good showing for his class,
the drill will amount to naught.
Too much play during the drill period will ultimately defeat the very
purpose for which the drill wac
started.
Drill of this .'.'.ai'ire requires concentration and undivided
thought.
This drill should be given for the
inspecting officers next week and
since there will be four more evenings in which to prepare before this
time, every junior should be present
at every period.
We of the Junior class naturally
feel (hat we have one of the best

classes that has ever been at Clemson.
We are desirous of leaving
behind us an enviable record in
every phase of college activity.
Winning first honors at camp this
summer for Clemson is only a part
of this desire. The Junior class is
not lacking in spirit, it is just that
some of us have failed to give this
matter serious thought, so let's get
behind this drill, and put it over
big.

EASTER PAGEANT
An Easter Pageant, "The King
Triumphant", was given in the
auditorium of the Y Sunday evening, March 31. Some fifty children
who attend the Week Day Church
School of the Presbyterian Church
made up the cast.
The pageant
represented children of Palestine
who lived in the days of Jesus
Christ. Their conversation centered
in this Man who had raised one of
their little group from the dead,
Jairus'
daughter.

"Good Smoke!"
Says Hubby
"0. K." with Wife
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Larus&Bro.Co.,
August 4, 1928
Richmond, Va., U. S. A.
Dear Sir:
Going to take the pleasure and drop
you a few lines to say that my favorite
tobacco is your Edgeworth. I have
been a user of it for the last eight
years and find it's the only tobacco
for a real good smoke.
For the last five or six months I
have been trying several other kinds
but I find Edgeworth is the only
tobacco for me.
If I am smoking any other brand
my wife will tell me, as she likes the
smell of only Edgeworth. When I'm
smoking others she opens all windows
and doors.
The reason for writing this letter
is that I had a card party last night,
and most all of the party asked me
what kind of tobacco I used.
So I told them Edgeworth.
Yours very truly,
A smoker of Edgeworth
(Signed) E. E. Boisverc.

Edgeworth
Extra High Grade

Smoking Tobacco
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Clemson Pennants
College Jewelry
Stationery & Novelty Gifts
THESE ARE ALL SUITABLE FOR GRADUATION
PRESENTS
OPEN SUNDAYS

L. C. Martin Drug Co., Inc.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Manager
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CLUBS AND SOCIETIES

critic, the society was adjourned,
What a lovely fur coat.
the next meeting will be held Thurs- much did it cost?
day night just after long-roll.
Three fits of hysteria.
Visitors are welcome.
A New Twist

How

CALHOUN
Members of the Calhoun Literary
Veterinary (to dog whose tail I
Society attended one of the most enNATURAL HISTORY
is trying to clip)—D--n you,
joyable meetings of the year last
"Where did 1 come from?" asked don't you stand still so I can
Tuesday night.
your tail?
The meeting was caled to order the rose bud.
Dog—I will not! That's my tall
"The stalk brought you" anby the president.
T. R. Wannaswered
the
rose.
and
I'll stick to it!
maker was asked to lead the society in prayer. The president then
called for reports fro the program
comittee and treasurer.
J. C. Galloway started the program with a short speech. F. B.
We do the work RIGHT—using the latest
("Gator") Parr then gave the oration with which he won the State
Oratorical Contest last year. This
concluded the program, but the
It gets all the dirt and grease—cannot harm the finish
society was treated to a pleasant
You can rely on us for expert polishing and greasing
surprise, for, instead of the usual
adjournment,
refreshments
were
served.
This treat was possible
through Captain Harcombe's kindI^I%reBflHreiSflglSiaKB3gE^tore&IM^^
ness.
The next meeting of the Society
will be on Tuesday, April 9, and BEISB^BSISBS^BB8B^S^S^SBSISMSS!^MB^aS^^^^8BBEBBSBISSBEBB
visitors are invited to attend.

LET US WASH YOUR CAR

VESPER SERVICE
Vesper Service was held in the
Methodist church Sunday night so
as to have a greater seating capacity for the audience. Dr. W. D.
Weatherford was the speaker for
the evening. He gave a very interesting and inspiring talk on the
subject "The College Man's B,attle."
Dr. Weatherford opened his address
by giving a very vivid description of
the land of Palestine. According to
his description of this Holy land,
there are such great differences in
climatic conditions existing in this
section of the country that the sun
can be shining with hot rays in one
portion of Palestine while it will be
snowing within a distance of fifty
miles. In this land it rains for six
months of the year and stays fair
for the other six months.
Dr. Weatherford said that we
needed more men here at Clemson.
who can set up new and high moral
standards—that is, men who can
forget themselves and work for the
good of others.
Dr. Weatherford closed his talk
by encouraging us to give more of
■our time to religious work here at
Clemson.

gion."
He proceeded to describe
this term, religion, by stating a few
things which it could not mean. His
final definition for the word was
"one's having the right attitude toward his fellowman." Dr. Weatherford preached a very interesting
■ sermon and brought out a nunrbe:
of points which will be of great value
to us if we but heed them.
Next .to making a sale the most
pleasant experience is collecting the
money.
Freshman and Sophomore Councils
and New Cabinet Have Meeting
The men on the Freshman and
Sophomore Councils and the new
Cabinet met in the Ladies room ol
the '"Y" Sunday night, after Vesper
Service to discuss with Dr. Weatherford different topics pertaining to
"Y" work.
Dr. Weatherford listed four things
which he considered a man had to
■pay the price of when he tried to
become a leader. These were as follows :
1. The struggle toward living a.
Christian life.
2. The cost of standing for moral issues.
3. Working hard enough to learn
what Christianity realy is.
4. Belief in other people.
No idea is worth much unless, a
first-class man is back of it.

MARQUETTE MIST METHOD

COLLEGE GARAGE
SHOE

REPAIRING

PALMETTO
The meeting of the Palmetto
Literary Society last Thursday evenTHE BIG INSPECTION IS ALMOST HERE
ing was largely devoted to the
election of last term officers.
So have those shoes fixed just right!
The society was called to order
by the president and led in prayer
by the chaplain.
The secretary
then called the roll and read the
'DOWN TOWN'
minutes of the last meeting. H. N.
Jenkins was submitted to the soHBIBIggiagJRKlKISirHTSa^^
ciety for membership and given the
oath.
The folowing oficers were elected:
President, J. F. Hawkins; Vice-pres♦♦«
ident, R. F. Nalley; Secretary, J.
l^pftjT'
Florsheim $9 — Walk Over $7 — Fri^
W. Patterson; Treasurer, L. O. Clay- V
ton; Corresponding Secretary, J. C. Y
MALLORY FELTS $6.50, Value
Childers;
Parlimentarian, T. W.
MALLORY STRAWS $5.00 Value for
Webb; Literary Critic, H. L. Shands;
Suits made to your measure from $27.50 up.
Chaplain, F. W. Cannon; and SerStandard line of merchandise at money-saving
geant-at-Arms. E. R. Kelley.
After the election of the oficers
prices.
there were some very interesting
impromptus delivered by C. P. Hogarth, F. B. Pollard and D. C. Hudgens,
a report by the literary

DILLARD SHOE SHOP

t
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SHOES
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O. R. MAGILL
REGIONAL EXECUTIVE TO SPEAK
AT «Y» VESPERS APRIL 14
O. R. Magill, Executive Secretary
of student Y. M. C. A. work in the
South, will speak in the "Y" auditorium on Sunday evening, April
14th, at six o'clock.
Mr. Magill comes from a rich experience in China where he has been
the executive of student work. Prior
to going to China, Mr. Magill had
been student secretary at V. P. I.,
"had also taken graduate work there
.and was a mean stepping half on
-the football team.
Mississippi A.
& M. claims him for the larger part
■of his undergraduate days.
However, Maryville College started him
•out as a freshman. Since returning
io America. Mr. Magill has "polished up" at Columbia, and hence
"brings to the South a rich and helpful experience.

"Judge" Keller

Most wives hope their daughters
will marry more wisely than their
mothers did.
UNION SERVICE

All the churches of the campus
combined for their services Sunday
morning so as to give everyone here
the chance of hearing Dr. W. D.
Weatherford, President of the Y. >M.
C. A. Graduate School at Nashvile,
Tennessee, speak.
Special music was prepared for
the services. Professor Fernow added to the music by playing the vioand 'cello.
Most of us fear our friends more
TJie subject of Dr. Weatherford's
sermon was "The Meaning of Reli- than our enemies.

Drink

Delicious and Refreshing

PAUSE 4flj>
y<D(UllH$lEJLF
ONE SOUL WITH BUT
A SINGLE THOUGHTTO PAUSE

AND

REFRESH HIMSELF
AND NOT EVEN A
GLANCE FROM
THE 5TAG LINE

OVE*

Enough's enough and too
— much is not necessary. Work
hard enough at anything and
you've got to stop. That's where
Coca-Cola comes in. Happily,
there's always a cool and cheerful
place around the corner from any
where. And an ice-cold CocaCola, with that delicious taste
and cool after-sense of refreshment, leaves no argument about
when, where — and how — to
pause and refresh yourself.
The Coca-Cola Co., Adanta, Ga.

MILLION
A DAY
YOU CAN'T BE|
PAUSE THAT Rj
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BIBLE STUDY CLASSES HOLD UNION MEETING

A meeting of all of the ' Bible
Study classes combined was held in
the auditorium of the "Y" last
Thursday evening. The purpose of
the meeting, which was the last one
of the year, was to hear a report
from a representative of each company as to the number of members
enrolled in the Bible Study class on
his Company and the average attendance each Tuesday night. Company D took first place with an average attendance of about thirty^five.
Mr. G. H. Aull. a member of the
Advisory Board of the Y. M. C. A.,
had charge of teaching this class.
Mr. Aull taught the Freshman Bible Study class on K Company last
year, and it seems that he has developed that art of attracting the
boys to the weekly meetings, for
his class last year was large and had
almost a perfect attendance. When
called upon to make his report
Thursday evening, Mr. Aull highly
praised the cadets of D Company,
for the splendid work which they
had done during .the Semester.
A great deal of interest has been
created in this work this year, and,
as a result, a great many thoughts
have been brought out which the
mmebers of the classes will carry
with them through life. That interest has been showu in this work
by teachers as well as students is
proved by the fact that men come
from as far
as Walhalla every
Tuesday evening for the sole purpose of teaching one of the Bible
Study classes for one hour.
H Company took second place
with an average attendance of about
twenty-five. Mr. Holtiendorff tauglir
this class, and the members of his
class feel that the time which they
spent listening to him discuss the
lesson was time well spent.
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THE MELTING POT
8,000-Mile Geology Excursion Tart
of V. P. I. Summer Quarter

Friend—What did you do when
you found out your husband was.
Realism
leading a double life?
The kind old lady came up to
Wife—I redoubled.
■the bright young urchin that was
'.•laying in the mud puddle beside
- ^ust Cook—What do you do the roadway and spoke to himwith yourself now since the ice man "What pretty red roses you have in
is out of a job?
your cheeks," she said.
Second ditto-—Well, the man who
"Naw," replied the kid, "that
collects installments on the elec- ain't no roses; that's chawin' tertric refirgerator ain't sucn a i/a;; baccer."
sort!
Credo
An 'all-seeing Providence has Prom life's book of tears and laughcome to humorists. Just as Coolter,
idge retired to private life, a MexI've gained this bit of lore;
ican revolution started.
I'd rather have a orning after
Than never have a night before.
Capttjya (in shipwreck)—Women
and cb^Bren first!
I hear that the dean of women is
at^|Yes, bf'i-_»»*i!ch are the going to try to stop necking.
women
I should think she would, a woCall hue a doctor.

man of her age.

Why ■>
When they pulled the Professor.
I've j|ust graduated from medical half drowned, from the water, he
BCll". *
spluttered: "How exasperating! I've
just recalled the fact that I can
[hen better mon- swim!"
^.t college will
write hoi
Then there was the case m th-3
burglar's son who was born with
Game ^^—Huritin'?
a silver spoon in his pocket.
They—Nope—golfin'!
New Boy—What are all those
Absent-minded Blanker (to his trunks doing over there by the
love)—Darling, let's merge.
door?
Second dumb 'un—Oh they beOld Mountaineer—I never tho't long to the chorus girls.
Steve's boy would amount
to
New Boy—Let's go to another
iiotlijii' uut hi shot a revenuer to- show.
day.

Give me a sentence with 'anticiKstocracy
pating' in it.
Hi-hat S ■hack from shooting
He spent the night in drinking,
in
^K ft had some wongambling anticipating.
derful shA
A
What'd ja
Dim-wilH
Methuselah's Mother—Certainly I
shoot?
■
wont pay fare for this child—he's
Hi-hat-B
■heasants.
only 245 years old!
Dim-wiH
^■certainly do give
the loweiW
V rotton deal over
The only way you can tell that
there.
fl
it is the fourth of July in Chicago is by looking at the calendar.
Och, Aye!
English Lord—I should
Mable—why so sad, honey?
[ujficien.tly significant that
Laura—That silly chump that I
L oats are eaten by men,
was going to sue for breach of
|England they are fed to
promise wants to marry me now!

Camping and study is the combination which is being offered in
the geology course which will be
given iby Dr. Roy J. Holden as part
of the Virginia Polytechnic Institute
summer quarter.
The .trip will
cover 8,00 0 miles in tweney states,
Canada, and Mexico.
The itenary has been made witli
the view of studying geology in the
field and to visit portions of America which afford outstanding scenic
beauties. The course, which is to
receive full college credit, wil consist of lectures and field study.
The lectures will be given in camp
with talks in the field whenever
suitable geological features are presented.
—The Virginia Tech
Collegiate Flying Clubs
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AGAIN ON THE AIR—
Once more it's:
Handshake or Milkshake
Oh! how I sigh
For "BILL AND BUSS^'
Across from the "Y"
Checks cashed.
College boy likes.
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"An average ten hour flying
►X<
8M&
course'costs in the neighborhood of
three hundred dollars," says Robert
B. Bell, president of the Harvard
Flying Club, in the April College
Humor.
"The chief value of a
FREE TRAINING SCHOOLS
4>
flying club is that it allows a student to pile up flynig time at a
Men who are selected to fill field positions with this Com- <»►
pany have the advantage of thorough training in the princi- &
reasonable cost, cutting the price of
pies and functions of insurance.
1
a course nearly in half.
There MAY be a place for YOU in our organization after
Y
The Harvard Flying Club, Ingraduation. Let's get (acquainted. Address
«►
corporated, is the senior college flyW. Caswell Ellis, Viee-President & Agency Manager
JL
ing organization in the country. Its
SOUTHEASTERN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY £
first plane, flying only six months of
Organized 1905
1
the year since 1926, has flown nearC. O. MILFORD, President
GreenviUe, S. C.
V
Old Line Life Insurance with low cost GUARANTEED—
«►
ly four hundred hours, and many
Not Estimated
X.
pilots have been trained and li- *
censed, all without serious mishap of
^>^^*<~M+**<">*<*<+**********^
any sort. This has been largely due
to the success with which it has
solved the main problems which
will face every college flying organization; namely, the problems of finance, and the problem of operation.
The primary aim of any flying
club should be to keep its piane or
planes in the air; to pile up flying
time and to train pilots. That this
may be done, some standard organization and well defined rules are
%
needed. It is hoped that this article will be of some interest and
value to those contemplating the
formation of flying clubs in other
♦♦^^^^^^♦^^^^♦^^^♦^♦♦^^^^^^^^^^^^
colleges and localities.
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A New One For Our Own To Pull
George H. Dern, Governor of SKKBagHgaiBIIIS^
Utah, has signed a bill passed by the
legislature prohibiting the display
of billboards in that state advertising cigarettes or any other forms
of tobacco.
—Orange and White.

Cliff Crawford

Madrid University Students Revolt
Scotch—Right. An' that
1.—You know that Richleigh
Several shots were fired and a
for the fine horses in must have money.
number
of students were slightly
land the fine men in Scot2.—So must I. Introduce me to injured recently in a continuation
[doot.
him.
of demonstrations against the dictatorship of General Primo de Ri- gHgEgjaasHssiMas^
Insult
He—I am burning with love for
vera by students of Madrid Uni■vhar you-all gwme in you.
versity, principally those in the
She—Oh, don't make a fuel of
schools of law, medecine and sci- SiSaaSHIHaiSailiaEHailgBBIffl
Irjne to git dat doctaii yourself!
ence. No serious consequences folJUST INSTALLED
"ed «p my operation wid
lowed
the shooting and the student
Arthur—Darling, I love you so
lead.
injuries were coDfined to bruises.
much I can hardly sleep.
The doors of the university were
His Fiancee—Ob, Arthur, if you
We are now ready to give your car the same serOught To Be a Law
closed.
When several small groups
feeper—How many times loved me enough, you wouldn't be
vice
that it receives at the factory.
of students forced thei rway in the>
able to sleep at all.
kissed to-night?
SINCLAIR GAS AND OIL—SILVERTOWN TIRES
met a strong force of police. PubI'wice. Remember when 1
AND TUBES
lication of sentence of expulsion of I
Flourishing
Industries
mswer the door-bell.
Teacher—What is Boston noted a student at the industrial engiCARS WASHED AND GREASED
neering school who was forbidden
for?
Service
to enter any other in Spain or to
Johnny—Boots and shoes.
IBann—Tell the sliding tromTeacher—Correct. And Chicago? occupy any public office had angered
player to blow in this direcTelephone 34-W
Night Phone 83-J
the other students. Most of them
Johnny—Shoots and booze.
Iny soiin is_.tnn hot.
refus3d to attend classes and walked
Perfectly Killing
the streets singing popular songs
Incredulous
Desperado—Halt!
If you move against the dictator.
[Bill g^tod to kiss you what
you're dead.
The police surrounded the unido?
Student—My man, you should be versity buildings and patrols in
him I had on Kiss-Proof
more careful of your English. If the central streets of the capital disFOR YOU TIGERS
I should move, it would be a postivp persed any group which attempted
he do then?
sign that I was alive.
to form. Two detectives who enLthe label was false.
All the Base Ball Team that goes to Atlanta to play
tered the medical school in disguise
Georgia
Tech will get reduced rates for this trip on
One On Us?
Auto
Salesman—Our cars no were roughly handled.
The polis now a doctor at good? Why we're selling them by lice arested the leading agitators
shoes repaired and clothes cleaned and pressed.
HI.
the dozens!
I am with you Tigers. Beat Tech. Let 'em Down Easy.
in their homes with the intention of
you (better than
Prospeot—I'm
not
surprised—■ sending them to small towns in the
how much are they a dozen?
provinces.
Many parents of stuMUS. PEARL TAYLOR, Manager
'
lis that?
dents are sending their sons away
5em more like one
Stories about movie stars getting fro Madrid.
i
married should end with commas.
—The Plainsman.

GLEANING AND PBESSING

A NEW BRAKE-LINING MACHINE

I SMITH'S SERVICE STATION
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GROTESQUES GRACE
ENGINEERING BLDG,
Ten Leering Faces Gaze On
All Entering Building
A very interesting bit of art that
has been worked out in the design
and construction of the new Engineering building are the ten grotesques which occupy the spaces between the third story windows on
the north, or front side of the building.
Being life-size bas-reliefs o£
human heads carved from limestone
blocks of only about one foot square,
they are not particularly noticed by
any accept the keenly observant.
However, they add very much to
the appearance of the building and
their absence would leave several
conpisuously detracting blank spaces
on the wall.
Rearing emblems characteristic of
each department of engineering,
these fantastic exaggerations smile
down in unholy glee or frown with
devilish intent upon all who pass
by. and seem to issue a flagrant
challenge to the unwary student to
meet and overcome the obstacles in
his chosen profession.
The following is a description of
each, the emblem being held in the
hands or underneath the head, in
order of its position on the building starting at the left of East end:
1—Mechanical Engineering—gear
wheel and piston of engine.
2—Physics—triangular .prism with
beam of light passing through and
dividing.
3—Academic—'book and quill.
4—Radio—ear-phone, strap over
head and wires below.
5—Electrical Engineering—dynamo and electric flashes.
6—Civil Engineering—target on
surveyors rod and telescope of a
level.
7—Structural
Engineering—Ibeam and steel angle.
8—Drawing—triangular and T
9—Art-palette and brush.
10—Architecture—capital
of a
column.
The clay models for these figures
were made by Professor R. E. Lee,
of the college faculty of the class of
'25, and J. B. Burts, and carved by
the H. R. Hupffman Co., of Atlanta.
DR. W. D. WEATHERFORD
ADDRESSES STUDENTS
(Continued from page 1)
"The Meaning of Religion."
"The Courage of Leadership."
"What They Say About Studen'.
Life.','
"The College Man's Battle."
n these addresses, Dr. Weatherlord placed the utomst emphasis on
reality in roligious life, pointing ou;,
the fact that the Christian fellow Is
the normal fellow, rather than thb
abnormal. Men were warned against
being spineless conformists—one of
the crowd. "The hypocrite of today," stated Dr. Weatherford, "is
not the fellow who protends to be
better than he is, but the man who
pretends to be worse than he is."
Another fact on which Dr. Weai.herford placed emphasis was that oi
a student's responsibility of leadership. One's influence, good or bad,
is ever radiating, and hence determining the contest of others. "The
upper-classman," said the speaker,
"who leads an under-classman astray
assumes a tremondous responsibility." On the other hand, the man
who has the moral courage to live
a four-square life on the campus is
a tremendous force for good. An
incident was cited when the football
team on which "Dad" Elliott was
playing was about to meet the final
opposition of the season. The game
would determine the championship
of the "Big Ten".
A few days
before the game, the coach, in talking to the squad, told his men that
they could win provided one man
on the opposition be put out of the
game early in the contest.
"Get
him out, and get him out early," he
said. Doubtless there were member^
of the squad who did not favor the

THE TIGER

crooked tactics, but they didn't have help students of the Southland. Conthe courage to say so. Suddenly, sequently, in view of these facts,
the captain of the team and one of and after coming in contact with
the outstanding players on the squad him personally, we are agreed that
rose to his feet. "Coach," he com- he is indeed deserving of the title
menced, "if those are. your tactics "The Student's Friend."
in the final game, you can count me
out." One by one other members of
the squad joined "Dad" Elliott in
his stand for clean athletics. Likewise, there are numbers of Clemson men who are ready to join you
in a stand for clean living if you
will but stand for those things which Students in Textile Branches
you know to be right.
May
Study
Technical
Standing as a
tribute
to Dr.
Writing Now
Weatherford is the Clemson Young
Men's Christian Association buildClemson College now offers a
ing. It was through the efforts and now course in technical writing esinfluence of Dr. Weatherford that pecially adapted for students in
the initial gift of fifty thousand dol- chemiatry,
dyeing,
and
other
lars was secured from Mr. Rocke- branches of textile work.
feller.
Dr. Weatherford also reThis-, course is 'the result of the
ceived from Mr. Rockefeller gifts for dfci^iand in the industry for men
the Georgia Tech., Mississippi A. & able to express opinions.results of
M., and N. C. State Y. M. C. A. tests, etc., in writing. The ability
buildings. For nearly .thirty years to write concisely, clearly, and Lo
now he has been giving his life to H? ? point is of constantly growing

COURSE IN TECHNICAL
WRITING^ OFFERED

PAGE FIVE

importance in all branches of industry today and training along this
line is often necessary to obtain and
aold many Government and other
very desirable positions.
This course is one of many under
development at Clemson in order
to equip graduates to meet the rapidly changing and developing demands of the industry of today and
tomorrow. | It is open to both junior
and senior students of the Departv ?nts of Chemistry and Textile
Cnemistry and Dyeing, as well as
any others W'ho have completed the
ether necessary subjects. It will be
siven under the direction of Dr.
Chas. E Mullin, who is widely
known as a technical writer.

many saying that it is the best product they have even seen not to
kave been designed and built in a
factory, and practicaly everyone was
surprised .that the pilots requested
no change to be made in the plane,
either before or after it was fiown
in the preliminary tests, thus showing that the distribution of weights
and surfaces was correct throughout
the little craft. The pilot is so located that a change iii weight ot
pilots does not effect the balance of
the machine.

Continued flight tests are to b»
made at the Greenville field, with
an attempt to secure more power
from the motor now used.
The
club has an arangement with the
Williams Flying Service reagrding
i. JLEMSON MONOPLANE SUCthe exhibiting of the machine for
CESSFUL IN TEST FLIGHTS public demonstration, which will not
(Continued from page 1)
be announced until a later date.
tors. The. aero club has receiveo
■iiany compliments from aviation authorities on the workmanship and
Hying qualities of the machine.

"Plenty of folk have a good aim
in life, but a lot of them never pull
the trigger."

P. G. ROBERTS,
Production Engineer,

Perm State, '25

C. W. GUTH,
Mechanical Engineer,
Colorado School of
Mines, '22

ROBT. REYNOLDS,
Turbine Engineering,

Pratt Institute, '20

YOUNGER COLLEGE MEN
ON RECENT WESTINGHOUSE JOBS

H. B. MAYNARD,
Manufacturing
Operations,
Cornell, '23

The Duke Power Company Turbine-Generators
Where do young college men get in a
large industrial organization? Have
they opportunity to exercise creative
talent? Is individual work recognized?
111

THE largest steam-turbine
generator units to be installed
south of the Mason-Dixon line
are now being built for one of
the most unusual organizations
of its kind in the world. The
Duke Power Company is famous
for the efficiency of its power
plants—and for the fact that its
operating profits
are distributed
largely to charity.

At a horseshoe bend in the Catawba River in the heart of the
Piedmont Carolinas the Duke
Power Company is building a
generating plant which, if present
plans are carried out, will be the
largest of its kind in the southeastern United States. The ultimate capacity will probably be
600,000 horsepower. The first
two units, which Westinghouse is
now building, each are to have a
generating capacity of 55,000

kilowatts. They will develop
150,000 horsepower.
By operating at practically full
capacity during the entire 24
hours of the day, letting the company's hydro-electric plants handle
variations in the quantity of
power required, the new units
will furnish the means to reduce
current costs to a minimum.
111

The large jobs go to large organizations. Westinghouse holds a strong
appeal for young men of enterprise
and genius because it almost daily
provides contacts
with outstanding
developments in
the electrical field.

Westinghouse
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M'CHIGAN HERE FOR TWO GAMES

At last we won a baseball game, or was it a "comedy of
errors"? More errors than baseball, at that.
We're not
kicking but from what we expected—why we're still waiting
to see—It hasn't been shown yet by the team. But the season's
just started, maybe there hasn't been time to straighten out the
boys yet, maybe we'll show some old time form soon. It had
better be soon or else it'll be too late for the Inter-collegiate
baseball season only lasts for a few short weeks.
Remember we're watching for deveopments in the games
with Michigan here Wednesday and Thursday, come on boys,
snap into it, play baseball, and please for the benefit of the
entire cadet corps show some old Tiger spirit on the field, we
know you can, so do it and that's that.
I see in the Greenville News that Ned Moore, from last years
Clemson Championship team, has sewed up the job in left field
for the Augusta Tigers of the South Atlantic League. In recent
exhibition games with the Baltimore Orioles Ned hit better
than .500. The Augusta management thinks well of Moore,
Here's to you Ned, Best of luck and may you soon be in the big
leagues.
Now, the boys are wondering why no freshman baseball
squad has been formed—well—here's the inside dope, why
when and wherefore.
Due to the protracted bad weather
since the first of the year and its resultant delay in the work
done in developing our athletic fields, it will not be possible
for us to conduct Freshman baseball in the manner that this
sport was conducted last year.
It is the plan to run Freshmen baseball on an inter-company
basis. This will be entirely feasible as all Freshman are assigned to some company. At a later date a schedule of contests will be announced and various contests will be held
while the Varsity team is away from the campus. After the
coaching staff has had an opportunity to see the various players in action, it is possible that a squad may be selected and a
few Freshman intercollegiate games be played toward the latter part of the season.
This practice is contemplated only for this year, as the Director has plans on foot whereby suitable athletic fields will be
available for Freshman baseball next year. It is ony due to
the necessity of the re-arrangement of Riggs Field in order to
provide for a sodded football field and a suitable baseball
field, that this change in policy has been made necessary.
Captain "Ballyhoo's" boxing shows are getting better and
better. He tells me that soon some of the bouts will be given in
the afternoon due to the great number of bouts left on the
schedule.
And now I'll tell you just one mere thing. I'm holding in
reserve one of the peachiest All Time All Clemson football selections that you ever cast an eye on. Watch for it and several
other reminders of the old days in next week's issue. Bidding
the old L. C. Smith a long sought rest—that is all.

INTRAMURAL BOXERS
STAGE TEN BOUTS
Number of Contestants
Down Considerably

Cut

The field of contestants was narrowed down considerably in the intramural boxing eliminations here
Friday night when Xen more men
were forced out of the running—■
three iby technical knockouts. Several of the fights reminded us more
of a track meet than a boxing match,
but the majority of them provided
pretty lively entertainment for the
few spectators present.
In the battalion semi-finals the
fights were as follows:
In the lightweight division Cochran received the decision over Camp.
This battle had to go four roundi
before a decision could ba made.
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In the welterweight class Settle
won over Rowell on a technical K.
O. in the first round. This bout
promised to be rather interesting,
and we hated to see it end so
abruptly.
In the next match Fleming, middleweight, slugged his way to a victory over Carter, winning on a tech.
nical K. O. in the second round.
This fight was a hit-as-hit can affair, with the victory going to the
hardest hitter.
Ridlehuber and Cohen, welterweights, next stepped into the .padded arena, and gave the onlookers
an eyeful of scientific boxing. Cohen
won the decision by keeping his
head up, and Ridlehuber lost by
keeping his down.
The next fray was also between
welterweights, Cannon and Herlong
being the combatants.
Cannon
gained a victory in the second round
on a technical K. O. Herlong apparently was not in a fighting mood,
for he didn't hit hit opponent a sin-

gle time during the entire fight.
Rat Wood slugged out a decision
over "Rot" Reeves in the lighiheavy division.
In the first battalion final foi
the middleweight crown, Crutciifield
barely gained a decision over Schumacher. This scrap was probably
the closest of the night, and had to
go for four rounds to a decision.
The last three bouts were the
semi-final matches for .the entire
corps in the flyweight, featherweight, and lightweight diviff"-iR
Seigler of the second bat.
wo» in the flyweight class, outj,
ing Rat Cherry, first battalion favorite.
In the next match Carter, third
battalion featherweight, gained a
close decision over Sloan of the first
battalion. This fracas went four
rounds, and the winner had to be
finally decided upon by the referee.
In the last bout of the evening,
a lightweight match between Taggart, second battalion, and Geraty,
first battalion, Taggart emerged win
ner.
This boy Taggart will bear
watching. He's a heady little boxer, and is not a bit timid about
taking the aggresive in a fight.

GEORGIA BULL DOGS
DEFEAT CLEMSON MEN
First Home Game Witnessed
by Corps Lost to Georgians

counted on two singles and an error.
Three more errors in the fourth
inning enabled the Tigers to bring
in three more runs.
Justus was
hitting them in fine style throughout the game. A run in .the second
sixth and ninth increased Georgia's
score to 7 runs.
Clemson
AI3. R. H. PO. A. E.
Gibson 2b
3 2 14 4 3
Zeigler cf
0 0 0 0 0 0
Hewitt cf
3 112 0 0
Justus ss
4 10 2 4 0
Watson lb
. 4 0 0 S 2 0
odrulf If
3 110 10
"f
3 10 0 0 0
2 10 3 12
Mc.
3 10 7 3 1
Quef-.
4 10 13 0
Totals

29

Georgia
Chaffin ss
Davenport 2b
Herndon cf
Rothstein lb
Martin lb
Steele rf
Johnson 3b
Jacobson If
Gorman c
Fry p
Carrithers p
Murdock p

9

3 27 18

6

AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
5 13 3 4 2
4 2 0 2 10
5 12 10 0
310510
2 0 0 4 0 0
5 1110 0
2 10 0 3 1
3 0 12 0 0
4 0 16 12
10 0 0 10
10 0 0 10
2 0 0 0 10

SPOTfTs
MEDALS TO BE AWARDED
TO TENJEST SHOTS
Week Marks Close of Rifle
Shooting
Season—Militarj
Department to Give Medals
to Ten High Men
This week brings to a close the
small bore match shooting of the
Clemson College Rifle Team. The
twelve members of the team have
been doing very consistant work all
the year. Results of the individual
members of the team are now being
compiled. Medals to be awarded by
the Military Department to the ten.
men having the highest score. Five
silver and five bronze medals are tobe awarded.
The members of the five-man team
of Clemson: Cadet Major Clyburn,
Hughes, Webb, Watson, and Rose
are contending in the National Matcii
for prizes offered by Mr. William
Randolph Hearst. Every college in
the conutry is eligible for admittance. Prizes are awarded to colleges in each section of the United
States for "sectional" awards in addition to the prizes for the National
winners.
It is hoped that at some time in
the near future rifle shooting wilJ
be taken as a minor athletic sport.
When one considers how much time
each member of the team spends in
order that Clemson might be represented among the other colleges of
the world, it must be admitted that
each member deserves commendation
for his work.

Totals
37 7 82413 5
Score by innings:
Georgia
410 0 01 001—7
Clemson
060 300 OOx—9
Summary: Home runs, Chaffin;
two base hits, Herndon; stolen bases
Jacobson; left on bases, Georgia 8,
Clemson 4; bases on balls, Qaeery
0, Fry 5, Carrithers3, Murdock 1,
struck out by Query 7, Fry 1, Carrithers 2, Murdock 2; double plays
We know a Scotch croquet player
Queery to McMillan to Cook; passed
balls, McMillan. Time, 2 hours 12 who has nine bow-legged children.
He uses them for wickets.
minutes. Umpire Perritt.

In the opener of a two-game
series here last Friday, ,the Georgia
Bull Dogs defeated the Clemson nine
4 to 3. This was the third win for
Georgia over the Tigers.
It was
the first game of the season for
most of the cadets.
The game started with both team.;,
apparently equal. Amid the familiar
drone and buzz from the stands, the HgHgHHSHaHHsaasira
umpire announced the batteries.
Then for four innings the crowd
watched the pitchers struggle foT
honors. It was in this inning tbat
the "big boy" from Georgia slammed
out a triple, his second of the game,
WELCOME TIGERS
to score Rothstein. Jacobson's single
brought in Steele.
In the fifth,
Herndon scored Chaffin. Faced with
this three-run lead, the Tigers took
matters in hand and proceeded .to
A PLACE TO EAT THAT'S DIFFERENT
show just what they can do. "Mike"'
Zeigler cracked out a single. Johnny Justus drove a two-bagger to
ANDERSON
GREENVILLE
bring in Zeigler. Then
"Foggy"
Woodruff lifted a homer to left field,
to even the score.
Chaffin walked in the seventh and
scored on Herndon's single. The
Bull Dogs held this lead through
the rest of the game. Mahaffey reigHHBHB^aaHaBaaMBBflaBa^^
placed "B,ud" Nivens as pitcher.
Through two more innings the Ti- HHgHieill!gl|gl|g5^^
gers fought hard to score, but
Parks' pitching was air-tight, and
the game ended i to 3. Score:
Georgia — 000 210. 100—4 8 0
Clemson __ 000 003 000—3 7 0
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TOASTEE SANDWICH SHOPS

CLEMSON SLUGGERS
WIN FROM GEORGIA
Clemson

Team

Victorious

in

NEW VARSITY SATIN TIES AND COLLEGE CRUSHERS IN STOCK.

GET RIGHT FOR TAPS BALL DANCE

Second Game
In a game marked with numerous
errors, several hits, a homer, an
injury, and other miscellany, Clemson's Tiger Team beat Georgia here
Saturday by a 9 to 7 score. Rothstein, Georgian first sacker, was
injured in the seventh inning while
sliding into third. Martin replaced
him.
Although the Tigers made
9 runs, they garnered only tnres
hits. The Bull Dogs hoisted eight
hits. Georgia used three pitchers
in the attempt to stop Clemson's
victorious march.
Georgia opened things with a
bang and piled up four runs ia thp
first inning.
Guyon's men retaliated in traditional atyle by scoring
six men. Fry -weakened and walked
four men in * row. The»e men

SASHES, DANCING PUMPS,
DUCKS, AND SILK HOSE

WHITE

HEADQUARTERS FOR ATHLETIC SUPPLIES

HOKE SLOAN
AN OLD CLEMSON MAN
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